Learning how to write code can be difficult, but there are tools out there that can help you get started. This article covers some of the best educational resources available on the internet to help you grow your own programming skills. Learn what you need to get started or keep up with your coding skills in 2017! -Learn how to program for free with these websites and software -Know what languages
are hot in 2017 -Leave behind outdated browsers like Internet Explorer and Chrome, embrace cutting-edge technology like Mozilla Firefox and Microsoft Edge!
These websites will teach you about coding languages & software, web browsers & networking programs that will skyrocket your learning curve. 1. CodeAcademy.com - CodeAcademy is a great way to pick up some basic coding skills. You can learn Python, HTML/CSS, JavaScript, PHP and Ruby. The courses are very well designed and you can pick up some key skills quickly. The examples are
practical and interesting so you never lose interest in what you're doing! 2. Coursera (from Stanford) - Coursera is an awesome site where you can find tons of high quality courses on programming, web development and other popular topics online. They have courses from Stanford University, Princeton University along with other big names like Google, Microsoft etc... 3. Codecademy - Codecademy
is an awesome website where you can learn basic computer skills. It is available for both Android and iPhone users so chances are you wouldn't get bored! The app included with the website is also free, so get it here! 4. Code School - The site offers complete courses for programming languages that include Java, HTML & CSS and JavaScript. Not only that, they have a great blog that keeps you
updated with the latest trends and software tools. 5. Treehouse - Treehouse focuses on web development and learning business coding skills through interactive videos and 1:1 instructor-led practice sessions. The website is very well designed and has a lot of useful information available.
6. Udacity - Udacity is an online education platform that teaches programming skills in a very clear and interactive way. Focusing on the latest technologies, the site has courses from universities like MIT and Stanford. The video's are well made and you can get a glimpse of how things work in a few minutes! 7. Khan Academy - Khan Academy is an online educational platform that pushes practical
technology knowledge into your brain. It is one of the most popular learning websites that offer great explanations to help you understand why things work in different programming languages.
8. Learnable - Learnable contains courses on some of the most popular programming languages such as JavaScript, Java, C++ and Python. The courses are presented in a very clear and easy to understand way so you can learn the basics quickly. 9. MIT Open Courseware - MIT Open Courseware will teach you how to program computers, build robots and even maintain aircraft engines! It has free
online courses that include programming languages C and C++ along with others like: Visual Basic, LISP and Scheme. 10.
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